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Jaybo Monk

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Side Effects
oil and aerosol on canvas
100 x 140 x 4 cm

shipping costs may apply

$7,150

Jaybo Monk

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Dinner For Two
oil and aerosol on canvas
100 x 120 x 4 cm

shipping costs may apply

$5,950

Yesnik Evad

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Devil’s Advocate
acrylic and collage on canvas
100 x 120 cm

shipping costs may apply

$12,000

Jaybo Monk

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Something Without An Inside Like A Stone
oil and aerosol on canvas
100 x 120 x 4 cm

shipping costs may apply

$5,950

Silas

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Shades of Violet
oil, acrylic and graphite on canvas
60 x 90 cm

shipping costs may apply

$4,000

Charlotte Caspers

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Minerva 2017
historical pigments in egg tempera and
goldleaf on oak panels
51 x 65 cm

shipping costs may apply

$6,500

Charlotte Caspers

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Minerva 2017 (study)
historical pigments, goldleaf on artist paper
78 x 62 cm

shipping costs may apply

$2,300

Charlotte Caspers

TITEL
MEDIUM
SIZE

Goldfinch 2017 (study)
historical pigments on artist paper
33 x 45 cm

shipping costs may apply

$1,670

JAYBO MONK

YESNIK EVAD

Jaybo is an urban wanderer, a traveller that moves in the space of that

Yesnik Evad was born Dave Kinsey in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1971 and

unfinished metropolis, that is the world, among memories, fragments and

attended the Art Institute of Pittsburgh and Atlanta before moving to Califor-

traces abandoned in the urban landscape, that works like a theatre of the
human joy and pain, studded with relationships that slide between first
glances and deep emotions. During this wandering, the painter meets the

nia in 1994 to pursue a career as a designer and fine artist.
His work attempts to capture the universal essence of the human condition
mainly through a symbolic portrayal of contemporary life. Utilizing a range of

unexpected, what happens by chance, and is inspired by that accident that

mediums, he constructs multilayered, textured environments that echo the

catches the eye and the brain, that incidental event, detail, word or shape

complexities of our existence.

that breaks in along the way and that he takes with him to the canvas.
His fine art has been shown in galleries and museums worldwide and has
Jaybo builds his poetics on these small accidents and unwanted mistakes
that happen. He takes advantage of what happens at the wrong time, in
the wrong place, his research in painting is about trying to be open to the
unknown and to the accidental, without prejudices but with amazement and

been featured in local and international print and online publications from
The New York Times and Washington Post to Hypebeast.
“In recent years I’ve embarked on a new chapter in the development of my
paintings. During a 5 year stint that ended in 2015, I resided in a semi-

curiosity.

isolated mountain town adjacent to Sequoia National Park where I took time

It is exactly this curiosity that makes Jaybo attracted to the unseen, from

to focus on my understanding of art making as a whole—process, theory

things left on the streets, to items forgotten around, to left-overs or some-

and technique. Thru this experience I allowed myself to delve into nurturing

thing no one

my own personal aesthetic which began my transformation into a full-time

notices anymore, things as lost as he is in himself, like a peculiar expres-

painter. What came from that Autodidactic process allowed me to develop

sion on a passerby’s face or a move of a stranger’s body walking along the
streets.

an understanding of how to concisely speak in a visual language of selfexpression by use of tone, texture and feeling conveyed within the mood of
the paintings environment. My works are made up of abstracted elements
that may be somewhat recognizable and are mostly a product of the natural

Inspiration can also come from a small detail that attracts the painter’s
attention flipping through the pages of an art magazine or a book about the
great masters of art, from Bacon, to Modigliani and Leonardo. Everything
that runs away from the standards or that remains lost in the cracks of a
reality always more lived in fast forward sneaks into the painter’s mind and
comes together in his imaginative world.
Here is the basis of Jaybo’s visual alphabet, a series of silent frames that
tell forgotten stories, unveil secrets and memories lost in time along the way.
Jaybo’s art is like a song made by images, it’s a composition of feelings and
suggestions, where the details that catch the artist’s eye work like musical
samples. All those inspiring fragments become part of a soundtrack played
with brushes, following the tones of colors and the rhythm given by the
strokes, with a canvas as the background.

environments I frequently spend time in.”

SILAS

CHARLOTTE CASPERS

Silas Schletterer was born and raised in Middelburg, The Netherlands. At

Materials and painting tradition play a big role in Charlotte’s paintings and

the age of 19 he moved to Rotterdam to study Illustration at the Willem de

objects. She usually makes her own paint and has a preference for working

Kooning academy of art, from which he graduated in 2000. After a couple of
years of working as an illustrator, he decided to follow his heart and started
focussing on his autonomous work. Today he makes a living as a contempo-

with egg tempera combined with gold leaf. These materials give her work a
very rich texture. The variability, transience and the imperfections that are
characteristic of the old techniques lead to a very unique and recognizable
aesthetic.

rary artist.
In the television programme “The Secret of a Master Painter” Charlotte
Inspired by films and fashion photography, he chooses young women and

Caspers created four reconstructions of 17th century oilpaintings on panel.

men to star in his work. The paintings he makes tell a story. Stories about

All the works are reconstructed as veracious as possible: the original works

beautiful, but lonely beings in quest for perfection and happiness. The

have been researched for materials and technique and meticulously followed

composition of his paintings often tends to be cinematographic, and nature
claims a central role. The relationship between human and animal, the
search for a long lost soulmate and a desolated habitat are recurring sub-

in the materials used, working order and layer construction.
The works are: The Goldfinch by Carel Fabritius, Jeremiah Lamenting the
Destruction of Jerusalem by Rembrandt van Rijn, Portrait of Jacobus Zaffius
by Frans Hals and Minerva Slaying Discord by Peter Paulus Rubens.

jects in his work. However, Silas’ work simultaneously engages with you as
a totality and as a multiplicity, telling you one particular story in a particular

The aforementioned 17th century paintings inspired Charlotte to create

way, whilst at the same time, silently asking you to consider an increas-

abstract color compositions. Each composition refers to one of the paintings

ing number of other stories and questions. The same goes for the series

and is similar in size and base (oak with chalk-glue-primer) and contains

of portraits Silas produces. Portraits that make you question the story, the

the same historic pigments. The same materials lead to completely different

sentiment that lies behind the facial expression of the personage.

objects. With limited means the possibilities seem limitless and style, fashion and time are of great influence. With these four compositions Charlotte
shows the intrensic beauty of a pigment and the tactility of the painting;

The characters he paints are fictive. By combining facial parts of different
models and recomposing them into a new model Silas creates portraits of
distinct personages. Although his work can be recognized by the boldness
of his colour palette and by that certain way of characteristic painted key
players, Silas keeps experimenting with this classic theme.

Silas was a member of Dutch art collective Antistrot (1997 -2010). This
renowned group of artists did shows all over the world (Tokyo, Miami,
Dublin,..) including two solo exhibitions in New York and San Francisco.
Currently Silas is one of the 6 members of the art collective KAMP HORST ,
established after the demise of its predecessor Antistrot. The main focus of
its six members lies on making group paintings on both canvases and walls,
but illustration and design also make up a big part of KAMP HORST’s body
of work.

things that are usually overshadowed by the object itself in the painting.

